
Sample posts: 
The following material is intended to be modified! Please revise and change as you see fit- we just wanted to give you 
somewhere to start from.  

Don’t forget to tag @IDIEM_Global in your posts! (Instagram and Twitter), @IDIEMGlobal (Facebook) 

 

FACEBOOK 

Calling future meteorologists, public health nurses, journalists, politicians, firefighters, veterinarians, computer 
programmers, and Good Samaritans! Check out #HERricane<InsertCity&Year> to develop your leadership, disaster, and 
professional skills. Apply today! Scholarships available. More info here! HERricane - I-DIEM 

----- 

Interested in a sustainable career field? #HERricane<InsertCity&Year> will give you the skills to deal with inevitable 
natural disasters and become a leader in the field.  Apply today! Scholarships available. HERricane - I-DIEM 

----- 

Did you know? Women make up 50% of public sector jobs, but only 20% of the leadership positions. 
#HERricane<InsertCity&Year> gives women the skills to close this gap and become leaders in whatever careers they 
choose. Apply today! Scholarships available. HERricane - I-DIEM 

----- 

Saving lives from disasters can be achieved through any career field: urban planning, policy, communication & media, 
meteorology, public health, CPR training, disaster preparedness, firefighting, assessing storm damage, disease 
prevention …learn all this and more at #HERricane<InsertCity&Year>! Apply now- scholarships available: More info here! 
HERricane - I-DIEM 

 

TWITTER 

WANTED: Girls ages 13 and older with a love for creativity & adventure to be future leaders in crisis & disasters. Apply: 
HERricane - I-DIEM #HERricane<InsertCIty&Year> 

----- 

Attend camp. Engage in activities. Win a college scholarship. It’s all possible with #HERricane<InsertCIty&Year>. Apply: 
HERricane - I-DIEM 

___ 

Shoutout to future RNs, journalists, firefighters, & more - become a leader in crisis and emergency management with  
#HERricane<InsertCity&Year>. Scholarships Available! Apply today:  HERricane - I-DIEM 

___ 

Blizzards, fires, & flooding-oh my! Apply to #HERricane<InsertCIty&Year> & learn how to manage & lead during 
disasters. HERricane - I-DIEM 

____ 



Women represent ONLY 20% of public sector leadership jobs. Gain skills to close the gap. Apply: HERricane - I-DIEM 
#HERricane<InsertCIty&Year> #LeadLikeAGirl #SHEro 

____ 

Do you have what it takes to save a life? Yes, you do! Apply today & learn how.  HERricane - I-DIEM 
#HERricane<InsertCity&Year> #SHEro 

 


